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ABSTRACT
'A secondary analysis of survey dati.obtained.from 331

Minneapolii-St., Paul, Minnesota, residents shortly aftet the 1980
presidential election showed that.self-interest exerts a strong
influence on voting behavior. Self-interest is the'degrip to which an
issue impinges immediately and-tangibly upon an individual's private
life. Respond' nts were asked to list th1e top two political issues of
most importance to them. The survey also included 10 items which
objectively assessed the respondents' self-interest on economic
matters, making it possible to determine the respondents personal'
agendas, i.e., how they ranked the issues in terms of importance for
practical purposes:Tor example, respondents were asked about the'

yfrequenc with ph hey compared prices for groceries, their
satisfaction with r take-home. pay,' and similar types' of
questions. Using these itriiis to form an index of-self-interest, it
was hypothesized that for those respondents who indicated a primary
concern with economic issues and who were personally involved with
'these issues, a stronger relationship would be found between their
self-interest index and their vote choice. The hypothesis was
supported. (RM)
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"Symbolic beliefs" on the other hand,&/

socialiiation influences experienced early in e. According to
4 ,

p . .

this view, this early socialization involves condition/lag of specific
/ ,

.
,

emotional responses toward specific global issues; for example,

strong negative affective responses toward "'busing" or "taxes". In
0 .

adulthood, related issues inthe form of Political Symbols may *

trigger the earlier7-socialized response,usbally with little necessary

calculation/Of the future costs andrgcncfits of such responses to

one's current private needs (Sbars, Lau, Tyler & Allen; 1980).

The conventional finding in past research looking at the

rOtative influence gfrSelf intvresv:S.and symbolic. beliefs upon voting
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behavior has been that symbolic beliefs have the predominant influence

on voting, while self interests have a negligible influence on the

vOters' decision. The research which will be addressed here raises

r what conditions 'CIO self interesta:more strongly

influence voting behavior?"

There are, in fact, certain reasons which might lead one to

suspect that the influence of symbolic beliefs is not as widespread
)

as it at first appears. In particular, past appxoaches to/the study

o self interests and symbolic beliefs have a priori specified the

particulaT issue of interest, for example,'busing=an

issue which may certainly be of interest to the, researcher, but!.,

which is not necessarily of interest tb the voter. That is, given

an.d.ssue., it has generally been assumed that all persons will

consider that issue e ually. It seems reasonable to believe, however,

that in an election, particulaAy a,presidential election, in which

/many different issues are. involved, that'there will be great

variability in terms of the degrpe of importance or priority which

any given individual affixes to any given issue. In other words,

people likely_ differ in terms of mewhat, call "personal agendas".

A "personal agenda" is a ranking of issues in terms of their

importance or priority to tharindividual who uses them for a

particular purpoSe. In herealm of politics, such personal agendas.

/ - ,..

may be formed so as to enable "the voter to dibti/1 the
(

...

,nlieical information, available f 'conSieeration. i.n'
-.0

amount o'

4."



'decidingpolitical_vreference. Pretumably, thoSe issues which
.

are at,the top.of one's, agenda should reprepent mofe _salient issues
wrA

to the Individual, issues for which relevanfpersonal information

...11

should more likely be considered. l .'
.1 ,

In order for'personal informatilon regarding one's selfj.ntere'Ste
,

With respect_toa parkcular issue to have a relatively large impact
.

upon One's voting choice, tholt issue would
... il

le
. .
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top of that individual's persodal, agenda. Note that we are making

. .. /

a distinction-Mere beE een'an Assties being high-on-onels-persOnar
I

jhave to be towards he

agenda and that issue's involving some degree-oflplf inlrest.for

thtyndividual. The two may go hand -in- hand, but this-is not a

.

necessary condition. In-addition, having a self interest with

resgett to a given issue does not in and AX itself make that.iSsue:,
.

, appear at the top of one's personal agenda. : '.pat is, on any. given

day, one is likely to encounter many different-types of direct

experiences, all of which may impinge upon one's welfare in some wa

.0%

or another. Which t these experienees, howeirer, is taken to have

implications- for,ones more loftg-kerm_goals and plans is an entirely
...4"

different matter. Only certain experiences are likely to be remembered

I

and viewed as useful-to making fpture decisions. Thorefore, in our

view, only those experiences which pertain to one's most important

goals, plans, or In our particblar case, political issues with

iespect.to a given'elecCion are likely'to-be considered as germain,

to one's political choice.
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It make,

/

little sense;' then, to believe that objective measures-

can. reliabl -identify such a subjective-edtity,a self interest.
.

4:2

.rYet, in most past 'studieS:such-objeetIve-meaA.,ures_haNg_Lhe_en u

and examples' ''of these :pi be.:Seen Table 1.
_)

Self interest was taken by these researchers to he a composite

the responses to these ehree items. yet.pno attempt was made to
;,

of

assess
4

tioWr; or 'even if, for example, the respondents felt threatened by

the imminent busing.,ef their children. Indeed, no attempt,was made

--------------'to-find-outtlhowi_miortant the Jousing issue was to ithe respondents

at ally It 1S.PerhaPs.less surprising;
',then, that they found little

relation between the respondents' "objective" self interests and

.

their feelinsgs.pbout pub]; c policy involving the busing issue.

There is a way, howev T of Placing those objective assessments

4
of self interest into context. That is, by assessing which issues

are deemed by the respotflent to be most important, one can ad4t

a more,idiographic approach and tese-whether the self interests of

gose impottant issues exert a stronger influence upon voting

behavior than do the self interests for those persons for whom
o

same issues are not as important. Such an idiographic approach,

as originally proposed by Allport in the persoielity domain, examines

- the -coaf,iguratict0 of attitudes czr beliefs within an individbal,

rahan:rhe traditional
.

nomothetic' app.roach of naldili

my

attitude cross individuals. In this masher, ta dress

tiue.sA: raised at the outset: Under what condlitionI'emmelf

S\
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interests'exeii a stronger Influence on voting behaVioe.-

To answer this question, we.performed-a secondary analysis of

IsurveY.data obtained.from 331 hAnneapolis-St Paul residents shortly

, -

after the 198Q pvesid tal elect on. Thest-data-wfre collected in

1 ,

a Twin Cities Pub Opinion poll'conducted by John Sullivan and -4!,

:g

his colleagues from the MinnesOta. Political Science department.

Within this Twin Cities survey, there Were tO items wh'lch objectively °-

assessed tfie respondents' "self' interest" dh, economic matters. Phi
.--, t r

example,, },respondents were asked about the frequency-Wiih which-the'S,

)

.,

-co lapared paces for grpceritsVhile shopping, their satisfaction

-

with their prtsent level of take-home pay, and similar types of

questions.. Using.' these items to form an index of self ,interest,
A

hypothesized that for those respondents indicating a primary concern

with 'economic_issues,On an open endtd personal agenda measure, al

p .

stronger relationship should have beeR found between their self

interest index and their vote choice. Th ies could indicatiethat

. 3
4

.

.
.

econo issues were high enoilgh on'theil personal agendas that
. :

their direct experiences with finance-relatedietivities would.

.
have been reflected in how they voted.

a

For example, if Some respondents indicated that-iinflption

was one of the most" important issues to tfitm, and thr/714lii 31P0

'engaged in a numbtr.of money-saving activities, then.their *Ricci

f \ experiences. were likely to enhance their dbnsiderat(WA of.the

N
.-presidential canriidates in terms of who they felt would do a

. .

.

i.
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better,job of fighting off inflation. 'To the extent, for example,

that they'..felt that Reagan would do a better:job, then they were

i

more likely to vote for Reagan. Other respondents , by contrast,

may also have felt that economic issues were highly important ,to

them, yet they may not have engaged.in the sort of direct experience.'

.1

activities which. were used to .assess sel interest objectively. In
- -

their cdse, for example, to,the extent that they felit that Carter

was,doing_a fine.job at handling the econ6myliespecially as far' as

their own finaRceb wv concerned, then they were more likely to

vote -for Caiter.

1 ,

Hence, even though these two types-of iespondents.

did not jialie the same level of self interest; 'because they both.

fel that economic iss

OulA

es were- important, thel

be seen to relate to their vote choice.

suppOsing they had all ranked "pollution" much

'peksonal agenda of impOirtant political issues.

-their' self interests involving pollution, one would not expect as

levels of self in crest

On the other hand,

lower dowlvon their

Then regard

a

'strong a relation beiweentheir polls

Vote,choices--particularly relnti to

ion self interest and their

e relation between t eir

economic self interest and their vote chtice.

.

Results of our secondary,analysisfbugport this example.-

1

.Respondents had. an opportunity to list their first and second most

important issues. As.the data presented in the handoUt indicate,
,

for diode who listed-economic-related issues (which could halk been

, - governm ntipending, inflation or-unemployment) as both their first

c
0
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and second choices, tfe cdrrelation between their self interest indx
If

and their vo.e4ir choice was 39. In contrast, for, those respondents

.

.

Indicating no economic issue as eithertheir fi t or second choice,

the correlation ,petween 'their self interest dex and their votit4.
.

choice was an insignificant ..07. A comparison between these two

.,/ groups showed that they did not differ significantly ip their average

level of self int rest. Thus, by taking into consideration the

degree of persona involvement held by the individuals, for the

issue associated with theself interest index, in this case; with
*

economi issues:, itZra's indeed possible to find resUlts guggestive

of tn'efftcr,of self 'interest on behavior.

Such results reflect a1more general approach to

A.-Allikia-4*

A political reasoning about 1 Asuts.
ig

study of`

Our results emphasize'

the kimportance of considering personal' involvement 9palyzing

\

peopfe perceive ancilkink about those political is uds.. In addition,

they raise the question of the degree to.which,people' adopt a more

4

experiential or inductive approach to pdlitical reasoning, as opposed.

to a reliance upon the traditional deductive appr ach which more
9/

heavily, emphasizes the directive role,of symboliC. beliefs. Before
.

one can implant our findings into th-s context, however, the nature
/

of inductiveiWetsus deductive approaches to poll-Eical reasoning,
,

should be more intensely examined, preferably by using a national.

probability sample.

ti
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Table 1

Perspnal'Uendas and the Influence of Self Interest on Voting Behavior

"Self interest"

''SYmbolie beliefs":

refers to the degre to which some issue "impinges
immediately and tangibly upon an individual's
private life" (Kinder.& Kiewiet, 1979).

socialized emotional responses to global issues
(e4.,,taxes) which are triggefed.by political
symbols; involve little or lad calculation of
costs and benefits to one's current private
:led& (Sear?, Lau, Tyler & Allen; iqtio).

! "Personal agenda":* a ranking of issues in terms of their imMtance/
priority in relation to one's long-:term goals
and pans; those issues at the top of one's

l agenda represent more salient issues and self
.., interests associated with those issues are

considered to exert a,sillonger influence` on
behavior.

Example of past-uged "objective" self interest measure (from Seals,

Hensler & Speer) %

For the busing isle:

1) an some places, school boards are taking some children out
of their closest neighborhdod schools and sending them
bDs to.othpr schools .farther away. Has anything like this
happened around here? eo

2) Do you have any children aged 5 to 18 who go to public
school here?

3) Is the grade school nearest you all white, mostly-white,
abouf half-and-half, moftly black, or all black?

% 1

r

.
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Table 1 (Continued)
-

Example' of "objective" self interest, items
4
.used in current study: "-

1) When shopping for groceries, I. compare prices carefully and,
more often buy the cheaper brand (Frequently/Occusionally/'
Never)

2) I avoid going put to eat at nicer restaurants as much as
I. used to (Frequently/Occasionally/Never)

.

3) . Would you.saythai:41o4axaibetter off'oryorse off 4

financially thdn'yotil*re a year ago?

4) Woq.d_you say tht Y;i4aVe,been badly,hurtbY inflation,
hureMbomewhat, not affectedvery much, or helped financially
by infla(ion?

'eOrrelationsol self interest index witti vote choice:
6

For persons for whom economic issues important, r = .39, <.001,
N = 64.

For persons for whom economic issues not important, r = -.07,
= ns, N = 45. Fisher'Z = 2.45, p <,015%.-

Stallidardized regression coefficients for sell interest and symbolic
belief indices:

For "economic issues important" group: self inte e .348,
symbolic belief =

For neconorillk issues less imporLant" group: self interest = .023,
'\symbolie-belief = )399.

.

(All coefficients significant at .01 level or above except for
self interest.weight for second group, whichis not significant.)

a
11
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